Experimental Investigation of an Influence of Coupled Compressive Loading on Porcine Spine Specimens
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1. Introduction

The human spine is a structure which carries the weight of upper body, helps to maintain upright posture, allows moving, amortizes loadings, and protects the spinal cord. Any significant changes in this structure could lead to discomfort, loss of function or pain. The human spine shortens approximately by 1% of its height during the daily activities due to the influence of static and cyclic loads and returns to its primary height during the night rest due to rehydration of the intervertebral discs. In general, compression is considered a healthy loading condition for the disc as biologic remodelling may outbalance damage of the disc structure [1]. Also, changes of intervertebral disc height and intradiscal pressure govern by fluid fluctuations are necessary in order to ensure diffusion and convection of nutrients and metabolites. On the other hand, dynamic compression leads to increase in gene expression for collagens and aggrecan in the disc while static compression suppress it [2], but higher loading rate leads to greater stress decay and higher probability of disc herniation [3] and the study of an in vivo porcine model exposed to vibrational loading shows that dynamic axial stiffness of the intervertebral disc is frequency dependent [4], thus loading frequency contributes to spinal health as well as loading magnitude as both static and cyclic loads should not exceed the limits that would cause declined load distribution and worsened shock absorption due to reduced fluid content or residual structural changes.

While no statistically significant difference between ultimate axial compression strength of functional spinal units previously exposed to cyclic compression and controls were reported [5], repetitive movement of daily activities and cumulative low back loads are the risk factors of low back pain [6] and have damaging influence on the intervertebral discs [7].Compression, compression together with flexion and/or extension and other loading scenarios are carried out in order to investigate the influence of repetitive movement on the intervertebral discs and vertebral bodies. For example, while no catastrophic failures were observed in flexed and to vibrational loading exposed specimens, internal damage such as delamination and disruption to the inner and mid-annular layer, tearing between the inner disc and endplate that could lead to initiation of further degenerative changes were detected [8].

Studies of combined axial compression and flexion/extension cyclic loading (up to 20000 cycles) with various compression magnitudes (260-1500 N) at physiological frequency (0.33-1 Hz) reveal that mechanical loadings may also be associated with an intervertebral disc herniation, degeneration and other issues. This type of loading which represents common daily movement leads to decreased intradiscal pressure and partial disc herniation but no correlation between damage type and intradiscal pressure was yet determined [9]. Herniation is more likely to occur due to high cyclic flexion/extension moments than excessive compression force [10] and the higher degree of flexion leads to the statistically significant decrease of cycles the functional spinal units last to failure when holding of 9 kg load is simulated [11]. Also, survivability of the disc is higher when constant amplitude cyclic loading is applied compared with variable loading pattern [12]. Combined cyclic loading also increases lumbar spinal column laxity that contributes to instability and related spinal problems by increasing the natural zone length and decreasing slope in both adolescent cadaveric and elderly human cadaveric specimens [13]. Furthermore, it leads to decreased MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) signal in the growth zone of the superior vertebra, the inferior vertebras and endplates and increased signal in the superior vertebral body that could be interpreted as a sign of fatigue as well as changes of chondrocytes structure in the endplates and growth zones and deformation of extracellular matrix [14]. High magnitude of cyclic flexion is more likely to cause vertebral fractures while more cycles of low magnitude load is more likely to lead to the injury of intervertebral disc [15].

Most of the studies use functional spinal units to analyse the influence of cyclic loading and just a few in silico studies that investigate the influence of cyclic loading on the entire lumbar spine, for example a study that presents transient analysis of the lumbar spine under compressive preload and sinusoidal axial load with the frequencies in the range of 3-15 Hz [16].

The goal of this study is to investigate the influence of cyclic compression and flexion, as these are the most common moves during the day, on the structural integrity and geometrical parameters such as height and cross-sectional area of the disc of the spinal specimens consisting of more than one intervertebral disc.

2. Methods

Two specimens consisting of four adjacent vertebrae and three intervertebral discs were separated from fresh healthy porcine spines which were obtained from a local abattoir. They were placed in plastic bags and fresh frozen at −20°C in order to reduce an effect of dehydration and environment on their properties. Before testing, they were thawed in 0.9% (0.15 mol/l) saline overnight in a refrigerator (+4°C) to allow rehydration.
This study was carried out in three principal stages: initial computed tomography (CT) scanning of the specimens, cyclic loading and the second CT scanning of the specimens to in order to study the influence of cyclic loading on the specimens (Fig. 1). Between the scans and cyclic loading, the specimens were kept in moist cloths in order to prevent dehydration.

Computed tomography is a medical diagnostic tool that allows visualising the inside structures of the human body and is performed by generating cross-sectional images (slices) of the scanned body. A fan-shaped beam of X-ray produced by a rotating X-ray source is attenuated by the scanned object which it travels through, and this attenuation is captured by a rotating X-ray detector (Fig. 2) and converted into a digital signal for computed reconstruction. Measurements taken during one rotation result in a single 2D image. As the table where the scanned object is placed moves, a sequence of these images is produced, and this sequence can be used to create cross-sectional or three-dimensional views of the entire scanned object. LightSpeed VCT (GE Healthcare) computed tomography system was used in this study. The CT dose index CTDIvol was 14.74 mGy and the dose-length product DLP was 899.74 mGy/cm. A slice thickness of 0.625 mm was chosen for this study.

Following the first CT scanning, upper part of cranial vertebra and lower part of cranial vertebra of the specimens were placed in specially designed holders and inserted into a linear-torsion static and fatigue testing machine Instron ElectroPuls E10000T. Experimental setup for cyclic loading of the specimens are given in Fig. 3. All testing was carried out in room temperature. The specimens were loaded with 6,000 cycles of combined compression and flexion-extension load with the peak compression of 500 N and 1000 N. All the characteristics of the loads applied to the specific specimen are given in Table 1.

After cyclic loading, CT scanning was repeated in order to capture the current condition of the specimens. During the primary and repeated scans, the specimens were placed in the same position in order to ensure easier comparison of the images.

All the CT images of the horizontal sections of the specimens were saved as DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) files. As the sagittal plane of spinal segments was not parallel to the vertical plane during the scanning, first of all, the MATLAB (Mathworks Inc.) code was used to rotate all the obtained CT images by 32°, while other information contained in these files was preserved. Then, CT images were processed with Sante DICOM Viewer 3D Pro (SanteSoft LTD) software, and the sagittal sections of the specimens were created and ready for further analysis (Fig. 4).

The height and the section area of the discs before and after loading were measured in the midsagittal section view. The height of the discs was measured at five locations of each intervertebral disc (Fig. 5) approximately equally spaced between the left and the right edges of the midsagittal section of the disc. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a significance level $\alpha = 0.05$ was used for the statistical analysis of geometrical changes of the discs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max cycle load, N</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min cycle load, N</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading frequency, Hz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 Scheme of computed tomography imaging (picture of LightSpeed VCT computed tomography system used to create this scheme was taken from [17])

Fig. 3 Experimental setup: 1 – Linear-Torsion static and fatigue testing machine Instron ElectroPuls E10000T; 2 – specimen holder; 3 – PC

Fig. 4 Scheme of DICOM images processing: original image (left), rotated image (middle), midsagittal section of the specimen (right)
3. Results

Apparent deformations of intervertebral discs were observed during the loading cycle when, under maximum compression, the height of the discs decreased, and the discs themselves became more convex (Fig. 6).

![Fig. 6 Deformation of intervertebral disc during cyclic loading](image)

A significant decrease of the specimen height (Fig. 7) was observed during loading, mainly due to the loss of the fluid content within intervertebral discs. For the first 500 cycles the decrease of the height of both specimens were almost the same. Later, 2 Hz and 500 N loading led to the higher decrease of the height of the specimen than 5 Hz and 1000 N loading. In total, the height of the first specimen decreased by 9.535 mm, and the height of the second specimen decreased by 7.958 mm. During the interval between cycles 500 and 6000, the height of the first specimen decreased by 5.779 mm and the height of the second specimen decreased by 4.208 mm. In total, the difference of the height of the two specimens immediately after the loading was 1.577 mm.

The midsagittal section view of the first specimen is given in Fig. 8, and the midsagittal section view of the second specimen is given in Fig. 9. No obvious damage to the specimens was observed when comparing images before and after the loading. The anterior and posterior lines of vertebral columns remained smooth and intact. Also, no displacement of any vertebra over any other vertebra that is common due the degenerative disc disease is seen. The condition of the vertebrae was observed by changing the software setting to the bone level window, and no fractures of the bones were observed.

![Fig. 7 Decrease of specimens’ height](image)

The results of the averaged values of the measurements of the heights and midsagittal cross-section areas of the intervertebral discs are summarised in Table 2. There is a statistically significant difference between the height of the intervertebral discs before and after loading in both the first specimen ($p = 0.0224$) and the second specimen ($p = 0.0155$) with the lowest disc of both specimens decreasing the most and obviously losing the highest water content. The positive change of the middle disc of the first specimen was found as, at three out of five measuring locations of this disc, increases of the height after loading were found. It may be explained by residual angular displacement of the vertebrae connected by this intervertebral disc.

Changes of the cross-sectional area also demonstrate the same tendency: the cross-sectional area of the lowest disc decreased the most. The increase of the cross-sectional area of the middle intervertebral disc of the first specimen may most likely be explained by the same reason as the increase of the height of this disc.

The results of the measurement of the changes of intervertebral discs after cyclic loading show that, even in short specimens of three sequenced intervertebral discs, the lowest discs are affected the most.
Changes of disc height and section area (”Δ” represents the reduction of disc height Δh or cross-sectional area ΔA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disc</th>
<th>Δh, 1st spec., mm</th>
<th>Δh, 2nd spec., mm</th>
<th>ΔA, 1st spec., mm²</th>
<th>ΔA, 2nd spec., mm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>-0.508</td>
<td>-0.119</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>-0.545</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>-0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>-2.230</td>
<td>-2.005</td>
<td>-0.120</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small number of specimens does not allow to draw statistically reliable quantitative conclusions, but it still allows to observe the tendencies. Due to very limited availability of fresh frozen cadaveric spines, porcine specimens were chosen for this study. Animal models are widely used as an alternative as they can be chosen by the desired age group and health condition in order to ensure more uniform material properties. The porcine model was chosen for this study as it said to be the most resembling the human spine.

5. Conclusions

Coupled cyclic loading of 500 N or 1000 N compression and flexion did not induce intervertebral disc herniation or other apparent damage to spine specimens. Maximal height loss was observed in the lowest intervertebral discs of the specimens. This once again confirms that lower part of the spine such as intervertebral discs L4-L5 and L5-S1 are the least prone to the injuries and degeneration due to disturbed nutrition and loss of water content.
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Summary

The human spine shortens approximately by 1% of its height during the daily activities and returns to its primary height during the night rest. Cyclic loading is important in order to ensure diffusion and convention of the nutrients and metabolites within the intervertebral discs. On the other hand, cyclic loading could lead to the damage of the intervertebral discs and the vertebra bodies if the magnitude and frequency of the loads applied to the spine exceed the allowable limits. As most of the in vitro studies that investigate the influence of cyclic loading deal with functional spinal units consisting of single intervertebral disc the purpose of this study is to investigate an influence of cyclic compression and flexion on the structural integrity and geometrical parameters of the spinal specimens consisting of more than one intervertebral disc.

Two specimens consisting of four adjacent vertebrae and three intervertebral discs were scanned by using computed tomography then loaded with combined cyclic compression and flexion and then scanned for the second time in order to capture the current condition of the specimens. Obtained images were used to evaluate the changes of structural integrity and geometrical parameters of the discs.

A significant decrease of the specimen height was observed during loading, mainly due to the loss of the fluid content within intervertebral discs. In total, the difference of the height of the two specimens immediately after the loading was 1.577 mm. No obvious damage to the specimens was observed when comparing images before and after the loading. A statistically significant differences between the height of the intervertebral discs before and after loading in both the first specimen ($p = 0.0224$) and the second specimen ($p = 0.0155$) were calculated with the lowest disc of both specimens decreasing the most and obviously losing the highest water content. The cross-sectional area of the lowest disc in both specimens also decreased the most. This once again confirms that lower part of the spine such as intervertebral discs L4-L5 and L5-S1 are the least prone to the injuries and degeneration due to disturbed nutrition and loss of water content.
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